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During this Holiday Season,  

We hope that You and Your Family  

will be Celebrating and Rejoicing Together.   

We wish you Good Luck, Health, 

Happiness, and Prosperity. 

Merry Christmas and  

a Happy New Year!! 

Christ is Born! Praise Him! 
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND ADMINISTRATION OF 
UKRAINIAN FRATERNAL SOCIETY OF CANADA 

 

 






 
 

 


   
 
 



Birds rely on a variety of food sources that can change at different times of their 

life cycle. Some birds that eat seeds as an adult require insects to feed their 

young. Planting is the best way to ensure you meet the needs of the greatest  

diversity of birds throughout the seasons. Here are some tips to make your 

backyard a bird buffet: 

 Choose an assortment of plants and mix taller and shorter trees, shrubs, 

native flowers, and grasses 

 Diversify the height, leaf type (deciduous and evergreen), and food (fruit, 

berries, and nuts) provided by the plants in your garden. 

 To supply food for over-wintering birds and early returning migrants, 

choose some shrubs and trees that hold their seeds and berries well into 

winter and others that produce them early in spring. 

 To provide a food source for warblers and other insect-eating birds, plant 

native wildflowers that attract insects and avoid using pesticides. 

 To attract seed-eaters like finches and sparrows, allow sunflowers, gold-

enrod, and other flowers to go to seed. 

 Add a source of fresh water and you will have created a birds’ paradise. 

To find out more about wildlife-friendly gardening, visit “Wild About Gardening” 

at www.wildaboutgardening.org, a Web sit of the Canadian Wildlife Federation 

or by calling 1.800.563.9453 

Attracting Birds to Your Backyard 

Hidden Hazard in Candles 
the wick. 

 Separate the fibre strands from 

the wick to see if the candle has a 

metallic core. 

 If the candle has a metallic core, 

rub the core on a piece of white 

paper. If the mark left on the     

paper is grey in colour, then the   

metallic core is probably lead. 

If you find that your candle has a lead 

core wick you should throw it away. 

For other safety information, visit 

Heath Canada’s website at          

www.hc-sc.gc.ca/psp 

Lead is hazardous to human health. 

Even small amounts of absorbed lead 

can be harmful, especially to young 

children, infants, and unborn babies. 

According to a recent Health Canada 

study, about 10% of candles have 

metallic core wicks. 

Based on this, Health Canada is     

advising candle consumers to ask the 

retailer if they contain a lead core 

wick. For candles already in your pos-

session, you can determine if they 

have lead core wicks by following 

three easy steps: 

 Remove any wax from the tip of 
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Kateryna Koshlay — 100 Years Old 
Kateryna Koshlay was born April 22, 1903 in the  

village of Verbivtsi, near Ternopil, in Western 

Ukraine to mother Anna Figul and father Antin     

Kozachok. 

Kateryna had four sisters — Marushka, Ksenia, 

Khristyna, and Teklia; and three brothers — Ivan, 

Mychailo, and Stephan. Kateryna is the only one still 

living today. 

At age 19 she left her family to begin a new life in 

North America. It would be 50 years before she had 

the opportunity to return home for a visit and see 

her mother once again. 

On December 25, 1922 she arrived in Canada and 

settled in Montreal. A short time later she met Pylyp 

Koshlay, also from Western Ukraine. They were 

married on July 27, 1924. 

In the early days, life centred around the communi-

ty. Kateryna and Pylyp were members of the   Dra-

homaniv Society, a cultural association, where they 

were involved in amateur theatre productions. 

Kateryna and Pylyp were active members of St So-

phie’s Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral in Montreal 

since its opening in 1925. They joined various other 

organizations, including the Ukrainian Fraternal      

Society. 

She was a founding member of the Women’s       

Association “Daughters of Ukraine”. of which she 

has been a member for over 75 years. She remem-

bers carolling, making verenyky, and offering her 

help wherever it was needed. She also recalls      

reciting poetry on stage, singing in the choir, and 

taking part in concerts under the direction of           

Fr Wolodymyr Sluzar. 

Kateryna and Pylyp worked hard to build their life in 

Canada while raising a young family. They had 

three children — Olga (who with the help of her    

husband Gerry looks after her mother today),      

Myroslava (who with her husband Nestor lived with 

his mother until she passed away in 1992), and 

Wolodymyr (who in 1948, at the age of 18, was trag-

ically killed in an explosion). 

Kateryna’s family expanded to include five grand-

children, who before long were married and had 

children of their own. Today, there are nine great-

grandchildren and one great-great grandson. Sadly, 

Pylyp died in 1967 at the age of 72. 

Kateryna is dearly loved by her family. Her abiding 

faith in God, her refreshing sense of humour, and 

her positive outlook on life are a source of admira-

tion and inspiration to all who know her. May God 

continue to bless her with His love. 

 

Lovingly submitted by  

Olga Koshlay Pineau  

   



Slawko was in the fertilized-egg business. He had several hundred young lay-

ers, called pullets, and 8 or 10 roosters, whose job it was to fertilize the eggs. 

Slawko kept records, and any rooster that didn’t perform well went into the soup 

pot and was replaced. That took an awful lot of Slawko’s time; so, Slawko got a 

set of tiny bells and attached them to his roosters. Each bell had a different tone 

so that Slawko could tell from a distance which rooster was performing. Now he 

could sit on the porch and fill out an efficiency report simply by listening to the 

bells. 

Slawko’s favourite rooster was old Brewster. A very fine specimen he was too. 

But on this particular morning, Slawko noticed that Brewster’s bell had not rung 

at all! Slawko went to investigate. The other roosters were chasing pullets, bells 

a-ringing! The pullets, hearing the roosters coming would run for cover. But, to 

Slawko’s amazement, Brewster had his bell in his beak so it couldn’t ring. He’d 

sneak up on a pullet, do his job, and walk on to the next one. 

Slawko was so proud of Brewster that he entered him in the county fair. Brew-

ster was an overnight sensation. The judges not only awarded him the No Bell 

Piece Prize, but also the Pullet Surprise! 

Award Winning Rooster 
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Weird Facts 
 Butterflies taste with their feet 

 A duck’s quack doesn’t echo, and no one knows why 

 In 10 minutes, a hurricane releases more energy than all of the world’s 

nuclear weapons combined 

 On average, 100 people choke to death on ballpoint pens every year 

 On average, people fear spiders more than they do death 

 Elephants are the only animals that can’t jump 

 Only one person in 2 billion will live to be 116 or older 

 It’s physically impossible for you to lick your elbow 

 No word in the English language rhymes with “month” 

 Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our nose and ears 

never stop growing 

 The electric chair was invented by a dentist 

 All polar bears are left-handed 

 A crocodile cannot stick its tongue out 

 The cigarette lighter was invented before the match 



Where Are They Now ? 
Thank you for helping us find so many of our ‘missing’ members from our previous lists. We still have a few 

members though for whom we need current addresses. Please check the list – if you recognize anyone – 

contact your Branch, Head Office, or send in the Change of Address Notice form on the back page. These 

members, or their next of kin, are not participating in the benefits due to them as UFSC members. 

BRANCH MEMBER LAST CITY OF RESIDENCE 

1 PRITCHARD Tanya & David Surrey  BC 

4 TARNOWSKY Emil & Adam & Kristin Cobourg  ON 

15 CHERNICHAN Michael Edmonton  AB 

 PIASETSKY Terry Jr & Sr Edmonton  AB 

33 PHILLIPS Jean, Dwayne, & Denise Courtice  ON 

38 KOTOVA Luba & Tanya Mississauga  ON 

 OLYNYK Catherine Toronto  ON 

48 SAMAGALSKY William & Anna Sudbury  ON 

AA GONTA Sophie or LEHTO Emma Toronto  ON 

 PATRICK Glenn Hadashville  MB 

 PAWLUST Amanda Regina  SK 

Friends 
Friends are never earned. They are a gift and are precious beyond human valu-

ation. But they dare not be taken for granted or they’ll drift away like smoke. The 

warmth of their caring will vanish into the chill of endless nights.   

Most of my friends are unknowns who probably won’t even rate an obituary un-

less they live and die in small towns where nothing much ever happens. But 

some of my friends are big people. They’re famous, sensitive, talented, and 

their names are household words. But they are no more important in my eyes 

than those wonderful nobodies who live and die in small towns. 

Who is your friend? Is it someone who warms you with a nod, or with the unspo-

ken word in hard times when you’re hurting beyond words? A Friend is some-

one who clinks their glass against yours, or answers the phone at three in the 

morning when you’re lost. And with a few words of encouragement and concern 

helps you to realize that you aren’t really lost at all. 

Friends come in both sexes and in all shapes and sizes. The most important 

thing they have in common is their ability to share with you your most sky-

splitting joys or your deepest most awesome sorrow – for – 

They are your Friends !  
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MONTH BRANCH DECEASED MEMBER RESIDED IN 

May 2002 15 WOLOSZCZUK Pearl Edmonton  AB 

    
March 2003 AA BILOUS Maria Winnipeg  MB 

    
May  23 YAWORSKI Walter Winnipeg  MB 

    
June 55 NIMCHUK Henry Winnipeg MB 

    
July 4 UCHACZ Jaroslav Thunder Bay  ON 

 38 DUCHNAJ Mykola Oro Station  ON 

    
August 1 BROCKI Mary Rose Winnipeg  MB 

 38 IWASCHENKO John Toronto  ON 

 38 LEKA Meletiy Toronto  ON 

 38 MASILWEC Oleksij Weston  ON 

 38 OLEKSIUK Ivan Toronto  ON 

    
September 38 GOREJKO Stefan Scarborough  ON 

 38 KWAS Maria Toronto  ON 

 38 PLISHKA John Toronto  ON 

    
October AA KOPYCHANSKY Mary Winnipeg  MB 

 23 SKEHAR Eugene Edward Winnipeg  MB 

In Memoriam 
 

Our Sincerest Condolences  
     to the families and friends of  

      the Members who have died 

Money and time are the heaviest burdens of life, 

and the unhappiest of all mortals are those 

who have more of either than they know how to use. 
 

Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) 
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June 2003 c NAKONECHNY Ulianna Tamara of Edmonton  AB 

 c NAKONECHNY Stefan Adrian of Edmonton  AB 

 c MOLINAR Anina Magdalina of Carlsbad  CA   

    
July c GALOVICH Kelsey of Surrey  BC 

    
August c GRIFFIN Sarah Lena Warnyca of Osage  SK 

    
October c LUKIE Callym Vladimir Christian George of Calgary AB 

We are very pleased to announce that the families have chosen  
to have these children become our New Youth Members. 
We wish everyone Good Health  

and Happiness  

The Sandwich Generation 
Generation suddenly find themselves responsible 

not only for the funding of their children’s education, 

but for helping their parents. 

If this sounds familiar, here are some ideas to help  

find balance: 

Plan ahead for your children’s 

education 

The average university tuition 

fee in Canada for the 1993/94 

academic year was $ 2,023. By 

the 2002/03 academic year, it 

had risen to $ 3,733. Starting to 

save for a child’s education 

through a registered plan or trust 

will help to pay for the ever     

increasing tuition fees. 

Have an open discussion with your parents 

It can be difficult to talk about sensitive issues like 

health care and estate planning with your parents. 
(Continued on page 13) 

The term “Sandwich Generation” is used to describe 

a loose group of people 30-50 years old, who are 

handling the financial and emotional stress of caring 

for both their parents and their dependent children, 

while preparing for their own  future. 

True, families have always had to 

deal with the care of elderly par-

ents and younger children. But a 

number of factors have combined 

to make this the start of what’s  

expected to be a more significant 

and    enduring trend. People are 

marrying and having  children later 

in life. And across the board, peo-

ple are living longer. According the 

Statistics Canada, in 2001 the  

median age of the population reached an all-time 

high of 37.6 years. 

Entering into a period of their lives when they would 

normally start planning and saving for their own    

retirement in earnest, members of the Sandwich   
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2003 Recipients of  Ukrainian Summer 
Camp and Language Study Rebates 

The following UFSC Youth Members took the opportunity to enrich their  

future  at various facilities and are therefore eligible for  

rebates of up to $ 50.00 each towards the cost of their program. 

BR YOUTH MEMBER BR YOUTH MEMBER 

15 Katherine POHORESKI 48 KOLOS Nina 

 Larissa POHORESKI   

  AA Michael LYSEYKO 

34 Nicole PILLIPOW  Julia MAYBA 

   Katherine MAYBA 

35 Julianna MICHAYLUK  Jennifer WERETYK 

 Katrina MICHAYLUK  Kristen WYCOFF 

 Lucia TRISCHUK  Lauren WYCOFF 

Ukrainian Summer Camp & Summer 
Language Study Rebate Program 

 The Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada is pleased to announce  

          that it will continue to offer a rebate of $ 25.00 per week to a    max-

imum of $ 50.00 for Youth members who: 
 

 attend a Ukrainian Summer Camp in 2003, or 

 participate in a Ukrainian Language Summer Study Program in 2003 

This rebate is offered to existing Youth Members and to new Youth Members that join the Fraternal in 2003. 

A Youth Member is the insured person of a Child’s Insurance Plan who is between the ages of 0 and 16. 

The Owner of the youth’s plan or the local Branch Representative 

must provide Head Office with official receipts to receive the rebate.   

Rebate Application Forms are available from Head Office or the local Branch. 
 

Many of our Ukrainian youth have gained valuable knowledge  

and a lifetime of memories through their participation in these activities.  
 

January 15, 2004 is the Deadline for 2003 Refund Requests 
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Donation Requests 
The Society’s criteria for awarding donations are: 

 Organizations or Groups which encompass UFSC members 

 Preference is given to organizations that promote and are involved in   

Ukrainian cultural and educational activities 

 Preference is given to Canadian based organizations 

 Preference is given to organizations which offer UFSC exposure in the form 

of advertising or joint venture functions 

 Preference given to charitable organizations  

 

The amount of money available for donations is dependent on the profits      

generated by the Society each year. The monies are distributed to each       

province on the ratio of policy values in each province to the total active policies 

of the Society. 

 

The Donation Committee is: 

 Patricia Pyra  Vice-President 

 Nettie Dolski  Secretary 

 Dr Michael Lasko Director 

 Peter Ostryzniuk Director 

Contact either your 

Provincial Director  

or the UFSC Head 

Office about possible 

donation funding for 

your Ukrainian-

Canadian 

Organization 

Donations  
HEAD OFFICE  

- Rozmai Winnipeg CYMK Ukrainian Dancers — Dance Recital Funding  

- Osvita Foundation Inc — Testimonial Dinner for Dr Leo Mol 

- Ukrainian Canadian Congress MB Provincial Council — Folklorama Ukraine-Kyiv Pavilion Sponsorship 

- Canada’s National Ukrainian Festival, Dauphin — Program Funding 

- Winnipeg Dynamo Kyiv Soccer Club — Fundraising  

- Hoosli Ukrainian Folk Ensemble — Fundraising 

- Ukrainian Museum of Canada MB Branch — Fundraising 

- Manitoba Parents for Ukrainian Education — Fundraising 

- Ukrainian National Home Association — 90th Anniversary Dinner 

- St Andrew’s College — Charity Auction 
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Lukian Opyr is a resident of Edmonton AB. He is entering 

his second year of Civil Engineering at the University of    

Alberta. 

His involvement in the Ukrainian community includes being 

a member for eight years of CYMK. For the past two years 

he has been the archives and newsletter editor. 

As a member of the Ukrainian Shumka Dancers for five 

years, he has travelled with the group on various tours 

across Canada and the United States and participated in 

numerous local venues.  

The Ukrainian bilingual program in elementary school, sum-

mers studying Ukrainian language, culture and history at 

Mohyla Institute in Saskatoon and St John’s Institute in Ed-

monton have provided him with  the tools to excel in his writ-

ten and oral abilities of the Ukrainian language. He is very 

proud of his heritage and culture. 

Alberta 2003 Scholarship Award Recipient — 
Lukian Opyr 

Alberta Provincial Director, Joanne Ussyk (left) 

congratulates Lukian Opyr  (right) as she  

presents him with his award cheque. 

Jessica Pillipow is a resident of Prince Albert SK. She is a  

second year Arts and Science student at the University of  

Saskatchewan. In February 2004, she will be applying to the 

College of Education through the elementary program. 

In May 2002, she completed twelve years of Ukrainian dance 

with the Prince Albert Barveenook Dance Club, which she con-

siders to be a great accomplishment. Dancing has allowed her 

to portray her artistic side and to share the beauty of Ukrainian 

dance with the  community. 

In addition, dancing has provided her with opportunities to  

promote Ukrainian culture in a variety of multicultural events 

and educational formats. 

Once she obtains her teaching degree, she envisions being 

able to further contribute to the growth and enhancement of 

the Ukrainian Canadian community and the culture of which 

she is very proud. 

Saskatchewan 2003 Scholarship Award 
Recipient — Jessica Pillipow 

Saskatchewan Provincial Director, Orest 

Warnyca (left) congratulates Jessica Pillipow 

(right) as he presents her with her award cheque. 
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Jennifer Talbot is a resident of Ste Anne MB. Her upbring-

ing in a household filled with rich Ukrainian traditions has 

provided her with an appreciation of her heritage. She is 

attending the University of Manitoba and is enrolled in the 

cultural program through St Andrew’s College. 

Jennifer has been involved as a volunteer in numerous 

school and community projects. She has choreographed a 

Ukrainian dance in honour of a retiring English-Ukrainian 

Bilingual Program teacher and successfully tutored a    

student in Ukrainian reading skills.  

Attending the Mohyla Institute Summer School Program 

during two summers enabled her to earn her grade 12 

Ukrainian course credits. She was also the editor of the 

yearbook one year. 

She has been Ukrainian dancing for thirteen years as part 

of the Zaavarooka Ukrainian Dance Group and is currently 

a member of the Rusalka Dance Ensemble. 

Manitoba 2003 Scholarship Award Recipient — 
Jennifer Talbot 

Manitoba Provincial Director, Taras Monastyrski (left) 

congratulates Jennifer Talbot (right) as he  

presents her with her award cheque. 

Ontario 2003 Scholarship Award Recipient — 
Anastasia Baczynskyj 

Anastasia Baczynskyj is a resident of Etobicoke ON. She 

plans to complete her Honours Bachelor’s degree from the 

University of Toronto and then continue her studies at McGill 

to earn a second degree in the study of Law. 

She belongs to a cornucopia of Ukrainian artistic groups 

which have included several dance groups, singing with     

various choirs, and playing the bandura. Although she is very 

involved in Ukrainian activities, she feels that  her major    

contributions have generally been in promoting Ukrainian 

awareness and language. She is particularly proud of her    

involvement at Camp Sonyashnyk Ukrainian Day Camp and 

the Metelytsya Quartet. 

All of her activities are focussed towards presenting the beau-

ty of the culture. The survival of the traditions, customs and 

ageless pride are very important. For her, Ukrainian culture is 

as deep and meaningful as it is entertaining and energetic. 

She hopes that her efforts will convey the true spirit of being 

Ukrainian and that she will be able to inspire others.  

Ontario Provincial Director, Boris Pancoe (right) 

congratulates Anastasia Baczynskyj (left) as he  

presents her with her award cheque. 
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The Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada, since inception, has been endeavouring to foster ties of kinship 
and support among the Ukrainian Community. In this regard, and in recognition of our Ukrainian heritage, the 
Society is pleased to remind you of its Scholarship Program.   
 

The Scholarship Awards, in the amount of $ 750.00 each, will be presented by the Board of Directors of the 
Society in each of the following provinces: British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Ontario. 
 
 

Eligibility:  The applicant must be of Ukrainian ancestry; be achieving academic excellence; pursuing post 
secondary studies that will lead to a degree, certificate, or diploma; and be involved in Ukrainian Community 
activity. 
 

The Scholarship Awards are available to individuals who are insured by UFSC. At the time of application their 
policy(ies) must have been in effect for a period of not less than three (3) years and the current account(s) 
must be in good standing. 
 
 

Selection Criteria:  The UFSC Scholarship Award will be presented to the individual(s) who achieve aca-
demic excellence and have a history of academic accomplishments.  
 

Recipient must be enrolled as a fulltime student attending a provincially accredited university, college, or 
technical institute. Applicants must demonstrate that they have taken initiatives to contribute to the growth 
and enhancement of the Ukrainian Canadian Community in one or more of the following areas: community 
involvement, extra curricular activities, volunteer service. 
 

The awarding of the Scholarships will be at the sole discretion of the Ukrainian Fraternal Society of Canada.  
 
 

Requirements:  Applicants shall prepare a submission of up to 500 words, typewritten and double-spaced, 
explaining why they should be considered for this Award based on the indicated criteria.   
 

The following information is required to be submitted as part of the application: 

 Full Name 

 Address (permanent and current, if different than permanent) 

 Telephone Number 

 Date of Birth 

 Name and Address of Educational Institute 

 Proof of Registration 

 Transcripts 

 Character References (minimum of 2 letters) 
 
 

Application Deadline is August 15 of each calendar year. 
 
 

Submit Complete Information / Application Package to: 

 

UFSC Head Office – Attention Scholarship Award Committee 

Scholarship Program 
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care needs, long-term care insurance may prove 

useful. It can help offset the cost of care in the 

home or at a private facility.  

Don’t neglect your needs 

At a time when you are concerned 

about helping both your children and 

your parents, it can be easy to forget 

about your own needs. Make sure you 

continue to meet your ongoing financial 

obligations and stay on track with sav-

ing for your retirement. 

It may be helpful to sit down with a     

financial advisor to review your invest-

ment and retirement plan and ensure 

that it is suitable given your family responsibilities. 

By taking an open, family-focused  approach, you 

can ease the ‘crunch’ of being a member of the 

Sandwich Generation. 
- portions of this article from the 

RBC Wealth Management Review 
October 2003 

But these issues need to addressed so that you can 

provide the appropriate assistance if your parents 

need it. 

Consider meeting with your parents and 

their advisors to ensure that their invest-

ments, retirement, and estate plans are 

in order. Depending on their circum-

stances, their investments should be 

structured to provide income and capital 

preservation. 

Their estate plan should include ade-

quate life insurance, a Will, and a  Living 

Will, stipulating the type of intervention 

they wish to receive. Also, consider wealth protec-

tion strategies utilizing insurance that can offset the 

impact of taxes on registered plans and capital 

gains. 

If there are any concerns about their future health-

(Continued from page 7) 

The Sandwich Generation 

“...estate plan 

should include 

adequate life 

insurance...that can 

offset the impact of 

taxes…” 

$ That the dividends credited to these participating 

policies have historically been equal to or above  

general investment earnings. 

$ Members who leave their dividends on deposit 

with UFSC also earn annual interest on their      

accounts at competitive rates. 
 

This is what UFSC has credited its members from 
2000, including what it will be allowing in 2004: 

A participating policy shares in the financial experi-

ence of the insurance company, and policy          

dividends are declared annually and credited to the 

policyholders. Premiums are based on conservative 

estimates of future expenses, death claims, with-

drawals, and investment earnings. When experience 

is more favourable than these estimates, a surplus is 

created which allows the company to credit partici-

pating policy holders with dividends. Because      

dividends and deposit account interest are based on 

future experience, such as costs and earnings, they 

are not guaranteed. 

$ That every year the cash value of all participat-

ing UFSC policies increase on the anniversary of 

the entry date by 3 to 3.5% based on standard 

actuarial mortality tables. 

Did You Know ? 

Year 
Dividend % 

Rate 
Deposit % 

Rate 

2000 5.0 3.5 

2001 3.0 3.0 

2002 2.5 2.5 

2003 2.0 2.5 

2004 2.0 3.0 



Ukrainian Proverbs          

Re-evaluate Holiday Celebrations  
toy or  appliance has broken or been  consigned 

to a closet shelf. 

 If you must give something, make it. Make a 

potholder, a wooden rack for cookbooks, or a 

puppet. Write a poem, compose a song, paint a 

picture. Make cookies or jam. Make something 

that comes from your own skills and heart. 

 Send a cassette recording of a family conversa-

tion to a relative or friend who lives elsewhere. 

 Make up gift coupons pledging to give the recipi-

ent a hand with shoveling snow, cutting grass, a 

game of chess, babysitting, house cleaning, or 

whatever you would like to do. 

 Give gifts that continue to give — such as mag-

azine or newspaper subscriptions, movies, 

books, games, or music. 

 Wrap your gifts in cloth napkins or fabric. Use 

jute or nylon bags that can be reused. 

Christmas Day can be a day to plan an outing or an 

event with the whole family. A gift doesn’t have to 

be expensive, only thoughtful and given or received 

with the right spirit. 

The holiday season is fast approaching. This is a 

time of the year that many people are tempted to 

splurge and often go overboard trying to make   

family and friends happy. Sometimes many well-

meaning deeds to provide others with joy and    

happiness result in wastefulness. 

Without thinking about our actions, we carry on the 

traditions of wrapping presents, cooking large 

amounts of food that cannot be eaten, or buying 

toys that may break before Christmas Day is over. 

Although progress has been made with the 3 Rs —

Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle — as a country we 

produce monumental amounts of garbage. Consid-

ering this fact, the holiday season provides an      

opportunity to change our behaviour. Consider not 

only the immediate receiver of a gift, but the impact 

your choice will have on the local community and 

the world as a whole. 

Here are some ideas for reducing holiday trash: 

 Don’t give a thing, give an experience. Take the 

kids to the museum or to a play. Take your 

friends to a movie. Tour an art gallery with an 

aunt or uncle. These are shared experiences 

that will be remembered long after an expensive 
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For your enjoyment, this is the final installment of our 

list:   

      
     
     
        
          
      
       
         
    
        
        
         

          
      
     
        
     
    
      
        
       
    
     
    
       
      

Ukrainian Proverbs            



Job Opportunity 
The UKRAINIAN FRATERNAL SOCIETY OF CANADA is seeking a full time Manager. This individual will be 

expected to maintain and build positive member relationships, act as a primary contact with regulators and 

associated professionals, and work effectively with a volunteer Board of Directors to develop strategies and 

programs in order to achieve the goals of the organization. 
 

Responsibilities: 

 Overall daily operation of organization 

 Financial planning and administrating of capital 

 Maintaining and developing systems to achieve the highest efficiency and profitability 
 

Qualifications: 

 University / College Degree in Accounting, Commerce, or Administration; or an equivalent           

combination of training and experience 

 Proficiency with MS office software and database record management 

 Knowledge of and experience in the administration of life insurance 

 Excellent organizational and communication skills 

 Strong hands-on work ethic with a demonstrated ability to meet deadlines and to work independently 

with a minimal amount of supervision 
 

Preference will be given to candidates with proficiency in the Ukrainian language. 
 

Qualified candidates should submit – by December 31, 2003 – a resume with three references, salary       

expectation, and their employment availability date to: 

 

Selection Committee 

UKRAINIAN FRATERNAL SOCIETY OF CANADA 

235 McGregor Street 

Winnipeg MB   R2W 4W5 

Holiday Shopping  
 Set all alarm clocks to go off at 10 

minute intervals throughout the 

day 

 Switch the ’men’ and ’women’ 

signs on the restroom doors 

 Hide in the clothing racks and 

when people browse through, say 

things like ‘Pick me! Pick me!” 

 Stare at the static on the display 

TV’s and ask other shoppers 

whether they too can see the 

‘hidden picture’ 

Shopping during the holiday season 

can be stressful and is often dreaded. 

Here are few creative ways to make it 

fun (if you dare !): 

 Challenge other customers to    

duels with tubes of gift wrap 

 Sit down in the toy aisle and set 

up a full-scale battlefield with GI 

Joe vs X-Men 

 Move ‘Caution: Wet Floor’ signs to 

carpeted areas 
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The Head Office will be Closed  
for the following Holidays 

 2003 

 December 24  Christmas Eve (at 3 pm) 

 December 25 Christmas Day 

 December 26 Boxing Day 
 

 2004 

 January 1  New Year’s Day 

 January 7  Ukrainian Christmas 

 April 9  Good Friday  

    (English and Ukrainian) 

 May 24  Victoria Day 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION -  
PUBLISHED TWICE YEARLY 

  
DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS TO HEAD OFFICE AT: 

 

235 MCGREGOR ST   WINNIPEG  MB   R2W 4W5  
TEL: 204.586.4482   TOLL FREE: 1.800.988.8372   
                                                                                             (UFSC) 

  FAX: 204.589.6411    

It Pays to Insure with UFSC 
 

What UFSC is All About … 
 Family Values         Community Spirit 

 Cultural Roots 

News Bulletin   

Бюлетень         

 CHANGE  OF  ADDRESS  






We try to keep our records as accurate and 
current as possible. If there are any errors on 
your mailing label, please complete the form 
below and mail it to: 

UK R A I N I A N  FR A T E R N A L  S O C I E T Y  O F  C A N A D A 235 MCGREGOR ST  WINNIPEG MB  R2W 4W5 

  

OLD address NEW address 

/ 

Name_____________________________________________ 

/ 

Name____________________________________________ 

/ 

Address___________________________________________ 

/ 

Address__________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________ 

 

/City________________________________________ 

 

/City_______________________________________ 

 

./ Prov______________________________________ 

 

. / Prov____________________________________ 

Postal Code___________________________ Postal Code__________________________ 
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